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Chartwell Books, United States, 2015. Hardback. Book
Condition: New. 297 x 226 mm. Language: English . Brand New
Book. This fascinating book explores the history of the native
peoples of North America, from the early arrival of humans
from Asia and their migration throughout the continent, the
first and subsequently devastating contacts with European
explorers and settlers, to the present day plight of the surviving
tribes and their attempts to adapt to modern society.
Particular emphasis is placed on the role of women in tribal
society, the traditional familial and societal structures of Native
Americans, and their diverse cultural values and practices.The
authoritative, absorbing text is illuminated with beautifully
illustrated maps showing the movements of the peoples and
over 100 color photographs and illustrations plus
reproductions of contemporary paintings depicting
archaeological sites, artifacts, battles and great events, and the
people involved: the chiefs and generals as well as the ordinary
Indians and lost ways of life.
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ReviewsReviews

I actually started looking over this publication. It really is rally interesting throgh studying period. Once you begin to
read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Da na  Hintz-- Da na  Hintz

Good electronic book and valuable one. It really is basic but unexpected situations in the 50 percent in the pdf. You
wont really feel monotony at at any moment of your time (that's what catalogues are for concerning when you ask
me).
-- Elisa  Reing er-- Elisa  Reing er
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